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- Cesare Roversi identity express functionality confort and adaptability -

Microenvironment
Designed to be used in indoor spaces (hotels, shopping malls,
convention centers) this microenvironments offers people to take
a break from the hustle and bustle of the city life and sip a coffee
in a cozy space inside crowded places. Using 6x6 System wooden
strips it is possible to create individual or sharing modules that
repeat and reflect in the plan. This system can be expanded or
contracted by simply repeating or dissecting one of its modules. It
can be used as a coffee stop, a mini restaurant or bar, a resting
point where users can find something to drink, eat or read.

Domestic Environemnt
Having in mind that nowadays residencial spaces are becoming smaller and smaller, this 6x6 wooden System is a
solution that offers a studying place, a bed, a library and a
wardrobe. All in one big tone module formed by three
modules of 1.02m.

Design Principles

Design Principles

1. Bed, study place and library

1.Hanging structure

2.Private modules

3. Use of green

Gives a frame to the design from
the upper view. Everything is
coneccted to it and points the
services areas and the circulation
paths.

Formed by individual
benches and tables made of
the same wooden 6x6
System. The back of the
benches and the structure
from where the tables project,
are wooden strips of 2.60m
height that connects to the
hanging structure.

Smart and active
green walls with
active air circulation
that can make one
happier and more
productive, as they
appeal to our innate
need to be around
nature. Using the
biophilia concept.

A desk that detaches from the side
ladder and a melamine panel with
holes to hang objects, enhances the
utility of the studying spot. A L.E.D
light underneath the bed illuminates
the working area. The ladder that
guides to the bed is a perpendicular
continuation of the horizontal strips
from the library.

2. Wardobe and library
From the rear side is the wardrobe. Divided into two
modules of 1.02m, this wardrobe has enough space to
stack and hang clothes, drawers and baskets for utility .
Its open design is a continuation of the library that
allows to see through. White melamine panels have
been used in the background to divide it from the
study area.
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